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B-ARS GET TOGETHER
More than twenty B-ARS members who
attended the recent meeting of EAIA
at mystic, Conn. held their own informal meeting during unscheduled
time. Information was exchanged,
planes and photographs of clanes
were exhibited and convivialty reigned. A number of projects were suggested which will be explored for
feasibility. An idea which developed during the meeting is that B-ARS
has begun to reach a size such that
important projects should be handled by committees and it is likely
that, in the near future the group
will be polled for those who are
able to give time to committee work.
Don't wait to be asked; a little
time invested in research, classification of material, and communication with other members will pay
us all enormous dividends.
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B-ARS MEMBER'S BOOK
"THE WOODEN PLANE" IS PUBLISHED
The Early American Industries
.
Association has just issued The
Wooden Plane by member Richard A.
Martin. This concise and comprehensive treatment of a subject so
dear to the hearts of B-ARS members
is especially useful since the booli-'s
convenient size,6"X9",permits it to
be carried on prospecting expeditions.
The Wooden Plane is designed primarily for beginning and intermediate
collectors but its wide range of
subject matter and systematic organization make it-an interesting read
for even the most sophisticated
rhykenologists.
Illustrated with 157 easy to
understand drawings of planes and
related subjects by Grace Martin,
the author's wife plus 34 photoCont. next page
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graphs and reproductions TWP will
serve as an identification guide
and check list for those seeking to
add a full list of plane types to
their collections.
Chapters on the history and manufacture of wooden planes, on plane
related tools and on plane use provide a fascinating supplement to
the portion of the book devoted to
of plane types.
the classification
_
The Wooden Plane is available to
EAIA members for $7.50. Non members
can secure it from Iron Horse Antiques in Poultney. Vermont at
$12.75. Cloth bound. 156 pages
191 illustrations.

Your editor believes that he can
continue to meet his quota of four
issues of the Bulletin per year
but he finds that the press of business and other responsibilities
plus the reasonable demands of his
family make it impossible for him
to keep publication to a regular
schedule. Therefore, if an issue
seems delayed, do not give up hope;
it will eventually be forthcoming.
Of course, if you have not received
an issue but know that other members
have,there is a mail problem. In
such an event please notify the
editor immediately so he can send
you a duplicate.

A WOODEN PLANE .uIMPROVEMENT"
The plane shown in Fig. 355 is claimed to possess some advantages over
the ordinary jackplane,in that it gives a control over the thickness of
the shaving and depth of the cut by the pressure of the hand, and prevents
the drag of the bit on the board when the plane is drawn back. The stock
of the plane is made in two parts, the upper part A, which holds the bit,
being pivoted to the lower part B at the rear end by a pin C passing through
metallic guide plates D on each side the plane. The front end of the upper
portion is raised from the lower portion by means of a spring E, which,
when the pressure of the hand on the front of the plane is withdrawn, lifts
the upper portion together with the bit or plane iron. The amount of this
movement is controlled by the thumbscrew F.
from Spons' Mechanics' Own Book,
E & F.N.SpOn, London & New York,1889
Ws.
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'NOTES & QUERIES
The Book of Trades, or Library of the Useful
Arts first published in England in 1804 says,
'The carpenter stands in need of a great variety of tools, such as saws, planes, chisels,
hammers, awls, gimlets, &c. Common workmen
are obliged to find their own tools, a set of
which is worth from ten to twenty pounds, or
even more. But for different kinds of mouldinas
for beads, and fancy work, the master carnenter
sunnlies his men with the necessary imnlementsr
The emphasis is ours. The practice may go a
long way toward explaining the many professional looking name stamps which are found on the
fore ends of moulders in addition to the makers'
marks.
A letter from Bill Eviston transmitted by Anne
Wing tells us of a large bead plane of early
appearance 9 5/8" long which has on its fore
end the name C LINDENBERGER incised in Roman
capitals. Anne tell us the I LINDENBERGER's
wife's name was Dorcas and that their childrens' names are unknown. Whether this mark
represents a connection with LINDENBERGER of
PROVIDENCE is therefore problematical. Reports
of other instances of C. LINDENBERGER are therefore important.
In the same letter Bill Eviston tells us about
an I LINDENBERGER plane which also bears the
stamp W.BALLOU. Ballou is a Providence name
and immediately suggests JON BALLOU but no
connection is yet apparent.
Another piece of what may be a Ballou puzzle
is contained in some census material for 1860.
for the Village of Huntington Mass. This
was the location of Melvin Copeland's factory
after he left Hartford, Conn. In the census
was listed G.BALLOV, toolmaker. The first
name is unreadable. Memory tells us that the
name Ballou also crops up in Truman Nutting's
Account Book. We hope this reference can be
located by our next issue.
Bill Streeter's extracts from the 1860 Huntington Census contain three other significant
names. One is JOHN BOLES, 47, toolmaker. Is
it possible that this is John Julius Bowles
(Boles) of Hartford who published his own plane
broadside about 1840? Another name is Hosea
Hunt, 31, planemaker. A planemaking partnership named HUNT and W/SEMAN existed in St.
Louis but the date is unknown. MARCUS GAMWELL,
33, mechanic also worked in Huntington in 1860.
A planemaker named Gamwell is found in Pittsfield, Mass., but his first name and working
dates are not known.
If you have contributed reports of unrecorded
makers in the period since the first issue of
the Bulletin and they have not yet appeared it
can be presumed that your editor has filed them
so effectively that they are hopelessly beyond
recovery. We crave your indulgence for our
flaws and ask that you resubmit the reports.
Once again we must apologize for the fact
that time does not allow your editor the luxury
of answering all your letters. We regret this
exceedingly for they are all interesting and
our mother taught us good manners. We hope
that the Bulletin provides a reasonable substitute for personal correspondence but look forward to the day when duties are fewer and we
can enjoy writing to you an an individual.
Alan Bates confirms Carl
Vol II- 3 ) of HAZLET.

Boom's

report (B-ABS

A question in 1-4 about plane stocks sold in
blank drew a comment in II-1 from Bill Goodman.
Bill writes, further to the point, that soft
blank irons were available to be filed or
ground into any shape needed, but that we misunderstood his remark about stocks. He has
never seen a stock offered in blank and believes that a craftsmen needing a one-off moulding would rework a worn out or out of fashion
plane.
The label EASTBURN without location has been
reported in WPINCA by Ken Roberts and a variation, R EASTBURN was contributed to the unrecorded makers list (I-3) by Bob Graham. Eastburn planes were found in a hoard associated
with Thomas Grant planes by Charles Jacob.
Because of their appearance and the Grant association,_Eastburn.can be assumed to have been
in business before the War of Independence but
whether based in England or America is not
known. Any information about Eastburn is likely
to greatly increase our knowledge of a very
shadowy period of planemaking activity.
Jim Roaers sends the following list of imprints:
A CLISBY - 14" picture frame moulding, early
style.
H.BOEHMER - 14" skew rabbet
J.DONALDSON/TROY, OHIO - 1" snipe ( a James
Donaldson appears in Cincinnati 1829-34)
HEURERT - snipe
- 1 1/8" hollow
L. LESPERANCE
JOS. HENDERSON - 14" hollow
MEVELAWS/EDIN.B W. RUSSEL - ;4 & 3/4" hollows
ALEX STEEL/ROCK ISL., ILL. - 3/4" round
Jim Rogers also tells us about a European style
fence plane evidently intended for working sash
which bears patent numbers 42079 and 42559.
These are not recorded in Bill Hilton's Index
and are presumably European. The maker of the
plane is not known but a line above the patent
number stamping ends in the letters ....LONG.
The iron is by JOH WEISS & SOHNS.
Dan Send l sends a rubbing of:
a round plane embossed I + ROSS. Compare
William C. Ross, Salto. 1849-1865-; Wiseman&
Ross, Balto. - 1842-43a half round embossed T. PHILLIP
•
a round embossed I HOBSON.Compare Hobson &
Benton,Leeds and Hobson and. Hodge, Sheffield.
Dan also reports boxed initials:
a large NB on a Ion. Ballou plane
a large A.F. also on a Ion Ballou.
In I - 3 we printed Charles Hummel's report of
a hoard of 34 early Providence planes by
Fuller, Fields and Lindenberger. Twenty four
of these planes were marked With boxed initials,
N B. It is known that Lindenberger was born
about 1753. Ballou was born in 1723. Fuller's •
age is not known but he was out of his time
and on his own as a planemaker in 1789,suggesting he could have been born no later than 1768.
Both Fuller and Lindenberger could therefore
have dealt with persons dealt with earlier by
Ballou, suggesting that the N B of Semel's
note may be the same person as the N B described by Hummel.
From Roger Smith comes news of W.J.C.WARD/SADDLE RIVER, N.J. Incised on a 7" toothing plane
of beech.
Roger also lists R.BARNES/ORANGE, MASS. This
maker, who is listed without address by Ken Roberts, should be compared to A.BARNES/SOUTH
ORANGE, Mass.

An unusual European-style plane
recorded by Dave Perch

Bob Carlson tells us that a plane wedge was
sometimes colloquially callled a "frog" because it stuck in the plane's throat.

Carlton Davidson tells us about an unusual
label which highlights a practice which may
have been wider spread than we are aware of.
The label, on a slipped, quarter inch bead, is
Observed at the Mystic meeting of EAIA, a plane
incised. It reads HILL/64 CROMER ST./LONDON.
J.
reading
which bore on its fore end stamps
Beneath the Hill stamp is the remnant of anof
Boston
MORSE, JR and L.LITTLE. An L. Little
other stamp which has undergone the "Graham
is believed to have operated in the 18C. XDR
effect". This is the phenomonon discussed by
lists a J. Morse in the "names alone" section
Bob Graham in an article in EAIA's Chronicle.
of WPINCA.
The effect is characterized by the reappearance
of a label, which has been skinned off the fore
Roger Smith notes a skew rabbet marked JOHN
end of a plane, as a mesa-like projection above
FAULKNER. The plane is 1 13/16" wide and
the new surface. All that can be read of the
10 5/8" long.
old label which is a sawtoothed twodecker is
the single letter 0 which either begins the
Dan Thomas writes about a sash plane marked I.
top line or ends the bottom line depending on
HOLES in a serrated border. It is 9 13/16"
the proper orientation of the label. An inlong and 3 3/16" high. Made of beech, the plane
complete reapparance plus the stamping of the
is heavily chamfered and styled in the 18C
new label directly on top of the old make it
fashion. The wedge is rounded but not relieved.
very unlikely that the stamper will ever be
Compare L.P. HOLNES/BERWICK,ME, CHARLES HOLMES/
identified but in all reasonable probability
SR/YORK/ENGLAND and HOLMES & HUNTER also of
he was a maker. The plane is 9 5/16" long.
YORK.
The fore end chamfers appear undisturbed. It
Paul Kebabian points out passages in two articles is believed that they were disturbed, however,
on planes and planing which seem to suggest a
and then re-made. The non-standard length of
basic difference of opinion. William Fairham in the plane and the re-appearance of the old
Caroentry For Beginners written in the early
label both strongly suggest that the plane was
20th Century says, "New planes should be liberabrevgated from an original length of about
ally wiped over (but not soaked) with raw lin91
/
2 " - 9 9/16". The estimate of the original
seed oil from time to time." Percy W. Blandford 'length is based on the quarter inch width of
in Country Craft Tools, 1974 says, "However, a
the chamfer.
craftsman valued his planes and prepared a new
It would seem that for reasons which are
one by soaking it in linseed oil. The mouth
not wholly clear,Hill, because of his address
was blocked with putty and oil poured in. This
most likely a maker or dealer himself, removed
was left to soak into the grain and replenished
the label of the actual maker and substituted
as necessary for a week or more until oil was
his own. Perhaps this explains the occasional
seen oozing from the end grain." Paul wonders
appearance of planes which exhibit characterif the latter procedure might not account for
'istics not ordinarily associated with their
the black excrescence on the annual ring pattern nominal makers.
sometimes found on the ends of planes.
An advertisement for the Gage Bench Plane said
Anne & Don Wind's latest broadside lists:
in part:
N.PHILLIPS/BOSTON, on a single boxed, Gre"These plane-stocks are saturated with hot
cian ogee with bead.
Maker is identified as
LINSEED OIL.
Nathaniel Phillips, who worked c.1818-26.
Old-fashioned wood-planes can be changed to
A. HALL, 10" Grecian ogee, relieved wedge,
our NEW SELF-SETTING PLANE by any good
18C appearance, two examples noted.
mechanic. Such planes, having been filled
They also report boxed initials LH on an 18C
with oil and seasoned for twenty to fifty
handled, skew rabbet. The plane which has in
years, make the best of tools. We are re/
2" long and has a 3/4" cut.
integral fence is 131
modeling many old planes and will pay a fair
The rounded wedge finial is relieved.
price for any such brought to us."
Another of the maker's labels which employ the
Has any reader of Plane Talk ever seen a conventhe convention "Living In" or "In" with a
tional bench plane remodeled as a Gage plane?
town name has turned up. This one is on a narIn WPINCA, Her. Roberts records C.G.BULXELEY
row round plane of a wood which is unidentified
& CO in his list of "Firm Names Without Address- but is certainly not beech. /t is 9.11/16"
es". Arthur Steinberg tells us about a plane
long and has a rounded wedge finial, pronounced
of his, a handled, plankmatch tongue with the
flat chamfering and rather crude detail. It
incised label, C.F.BULELEY & CO. This variation
was found by Vernon Ward and is now in the
without the first E corresponds interestingly
collection of the Secretary. The fore end is
with another label Ken as recorded, C & S
embossed with two straight sided rectangles.
BULKLEY/SAYBROOK, CONN. Bob Carlson and other
One reads E+PVFFER: the second IN+PE-------.
Connecticut members who live in the Saybrook
. The number of obliterated letters is estimated.
area might find traces of the BULKELEY/SULKLEY
The lettering of the stamps is very crude and
firm on their turf were they to check local rethe N is backward. No likely locality turns
cords.
up when New England towns and villages listed
in modern gazeteers are compared. Peabody,
.S3ZZ reports a remarkable correspondence in conMass, fits the letter count but the town was
struction details between the planes of OBED
named long after the presumptive period of the
ANDRUS and JAMES KILLAM . Both these men op=
plane.
crated in Glastonbury Conn. Wedges of their
/n the same hoard a skew rabbet of conventional
planes could have been traced one from the
length and made of beech was found. This plane
other and notching and chamfering are the same.
bears a saw tooth rectangle embossed J.PUFFER.
It seems apparent that these men shared more
What relationship existed between E and J Puffer
than a locale. Dates given by Ken Roberts for
is not known. They seem to belong to different
the men are Killen, 1322-60 and Andrus -1857-71. generations. The surname appears frequently in
Eastern mass, in the general area where other
Bob Graham has a acquired a 101
/
2" rabbet marked
plane men employed the "In" convention but no
.MERR/LL. Bob's plane is in "like-new" consure
identification has yet been made.
dition and the stamp is very clear. An L. ."RIt Is known that Elijah Puffer, trade unknown,
RILL has been reported by Ken Roberts. Bob
was born in Wrentham, Mass. in 1737. Job Puffer,
points out that were ;Iis stamping not so clear
who may have been his nephew (Wrentham Vital
it could easily have been interpreted as L.
Records and Puffer Genealogical material give
Merrill also for the period after the initial
conflicting information) was born in 1759. The
I is in the form of a tiny triangle which could
ages of the men matched with the characteristics
be seen as the serif at the end of the base of
of :he Puffer planes suggest at least the possian L on a mark not crisply struck or damaged by
bility that they could have been the makers.
time. Bob doubts there is an actual L. Merrill
It is interesting to note that Elijah's grandimprint but would like to hear from other
father was one of the Proprietors of Keene, N.H.,
observers.
the home of E. Briggs who also employed the
"In" convention and whose family originated near
wrentham,Mass.whence Keene's earliest settler
came at about the time of Elijah Puffer's birth.

Jim Roaers reports a cooper's plane stamped
G.L.ANDERSON/FRASERBURGH. The mark is an oval
with the name above and the location below.
In response to a query about Continental plane
makers, Steve Eckers describes an 8" block
plane he owns which is marked GOLDENBERG on
both iron and stock. On the toe of the plane
appears the name incised in script preceded by
a stylized eye. On the iron two eyes appear
at the top above an arc-shaped crest marked
GOLDENBERG. Below and between the ends are
the numerals 44 which are apparently the width
of the iron in mm. Below this is a shield or
escutcheon with the words AC/ER FONDU/A GARANTIE
On the reverse of the iron appear the letters
CBC followed by 48. A similar iron from a
second, unmarked plane reads GOLDENBERG/ ACIER
CHROME/A GARANT1E.
The double reverse crowns which have been seen
on a number of H.WETHERELL planes have produced
a good deal of argument. The crowns resemble
those found on Thomas Grant planes and on a
number of others which are believed to have been
imported to the U.S. fom England. Some of the
Wetherell planes have an "English" appearance
and an explanation has been suggested that the
crowns have something to do with importation.
Paul Kebabian, Bob Carlson and others have.
pointed out, hoWever, that there are a number
of Wetherell plows which bear the crown marks.
The plows do not seem to exhibit English characteristics but are quite similar to plows made
in Eastern Mass. and Rhode Island. Several of
them have decorated iron sole plates or skates.
The decoration is composed of lines of short
zig zag markings. Bob chose an interesting
means to demonstrate the "American-ness" of the
Wetherell plows at the B-ARS get-together at the
Mystic meeting of EAIA. He taped the fore end
of a Wetherell plow and passed it around a
group of twenty or more who were asked to sugaest anetiod and location of its manufacture.
The majbrity opinion was late 18th or early
19th Century and Eastern New England.
A recent tool list published by John A. Moody
includes a 11
/
2" round plane, traditional in appearance and bearing the name J.WILEY. J.WILLEY
of Leeds is listed in W.L. Goodman's Supplement
and ISAAC WILLEY is listed in Ken Roberts'
WPINCA under "Names Alone". No Wileys have been
noted and, unless Moody's entry is either a
variant spelling or a misreading or typo we may
have another previously unrecorded maker.
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Hank Sawin tells us about:
.7 HARTWELL, a handled, fenced rabbet, mark
is embossed in a straight sided rectangle.
HOWARD & PERRY, embossed on a rabbet.
D.HARMON, on a handled, fixed sash moulder.
Lee Murray reports 12 pairs of hollows and
rounds from 1/8" to 11
/
2" bearing the Dutch style
crowned initials R.S.
Many big handware dealers and many wholesalers
apparently had planes made for their private
label by a variety of suppliers. Not infrequently both the maker's and dealer's label
appear on the planes. Perhaps more could be
learned about planemakers' trade practices if
we recorded these dual labels. Seth Burchard
starts us off with a plane marked OHIO TOOL CO
on the toe and SEARS ROEBUCK on the heel.
Observed among the planes at Old Salem examined
during the Spring Meeting of EAIA:
J.J.JACKSON/SHEFFIELD
W.CARPENTER/LANCASTER (may be an incomplete
strike of E.W. Carpenter but a different
label from those on 9 E.W. CARPENTERS
examined)
Rob Munhall calls our attention to a label,
STANIFORTH & FOOD in connection with our listing
of W.FOOD in an earlier issue. There were apparently three or more Staniforth labels. Ken
Roberts reports STANIFORTH & FORD as does Bill
Goodman. Bill also lists STANIFORTH & GCOD and
STANIFORTH & FOOD. The similarity in these
names is somewhat confusing but apparently all
were used. The Staniforth name is found in
connection with the address, 16 WOODCOCK ST/
BIRMINGHAM between 1843 and 1863.
We learn from Dave Perch that P N/COL/ROXTON
POND, Province of Quebec was named Philippe
and that he was active as a plane maker at least
during 1888. Dave has discovered patent papers
secured by Nicol at that time which slow that
he developed a bench plane utilizing both wocd
and metal parts. We hope Dave will do an article
for a future issue of the Bulletin based on
Nicol's drawing and patent description.
Rob Munhall renorts
BOSTON FACTORY/GEORGE ST - embossed early
19th C.
DARBE - embossed
F. BURDICK -orbossed
E.BAXTER - an E Z Baxter is listed
E.PIERCE - E.G. Fierce is listed ( an E.
Pierce was also reported in II- 1 by
Harold Fountain. )
EAGLE MNG CO -
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Bittner's Auction catalog 42 also lists
an F.BURDICK plane ( see MUnhall entry). The
plane is a sash but other data is ndtavailable.
Harold Fountain owns a 1 1/8" round with distinctly early characteristics (round wedge finial, flat chamfers, etc) which is marked DARBEY
in an embossed sawtooth rectangle. Is the Munhall entry, DARBE, an incomplete strike representing the same man?
We have mentioned, from time to time, dealers
in antique tools whose lists ordinarily include
planes and plane related tools of possible interest to 13-ARS members. These mentions are
neither advertisements nor recommendations by
B-ARS but are provided because we believe they
may be useful to those who are not yet aware of
the full range of professional suppliers.
One such supplier is Joe Dziadul whose Heritage House Antiques frequently issues a list of
antique, collectible tools. Joe's list usually
has a strong selection of wooden planes of New
England origin as well as many Stanley items.
Address: Heritage House Antiques, 6 South George
Washington Road, Enfield, Comm. 06082.
From Carpentry and Building, February 1889 is
taken this letter from a subscriber:
"Amateur C", wants to know what dye or
wash the toolmakers apply to new planes to give
them the red appearance they present when first
bought, and says that beech, being a light wood,
if not dressed with a dye the planes soon show
the dirt? - A. Planes made from naturally-dried
beech are lighter in colour than those made
from steamed beech. For the first use a gill
of raw linseed oil, a pennyworth of dragons'
blood, about as much in bulk of yellow ochre,
and rub all over except the sole of the plane,
leave it for about a week, then rub well_all
over with a clean soft rag, then go over the
oil only: let it dry for three or four days.
Take care to keep the dust from them while the
oil is wet or they will dry a dirty colour.
For artificially-dried or steamed beech proceed
as above, but use only half the quantity of
dragons' blood."
A reader of The Illustrated Carpenter and Build..
er, February 1876 also has a question:
From GAGE TOOL COMPANY, Vineland, N.J. - We
desire to ask the opinions of practical readers
of Carpentry and Building on several points:
Which is the best wood to use for plane stocks,
white or red beech, and what are the reasons
for preference? Also, which is the best, sap
or heart for stocks, and what also are the reasons for preference in this case?
Alan Bates reportsa Dutch style moulder with
the initials W B surmounted by a crown. The
marks are incised.

WEISS & SOHN
compass plane
recorded by Carl Bopp
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Randy Lunn owns a dado with an unusual overstamp
which may add detail to the reported relationship between Herman Chapin and the Copelands of
Hartford. The first label is M & A COPELAND
(MELVIN and ALFRED). Stamped over this is UZZION
FACTORY/WARRANTED/H.CHAPIN. A plow with the
same label has been observed by Ken Roberts.
It is believed that M & A Copeland succeeded D
& M COPELAND (DANIEL AND MELV/N) and that the
latter firm existed in the first half of the
1820's. Ken Roberts has found evidence that
the Chapin firm was actually established in
1826 and that two years later Copeland sold his
interest to Chapin. M & A Copeland are believed
by Ken to have operated circa 1826 to 1831. This
fits the known facts that Alfred went to Columbus,
Ohio at some time following the dissolving of
M & A Copeland but returned to Huntington, Mass.
in the early 1840's. It would appear likely
that Randy's plane was made after 1826 and
stamped by Chapin after 1828. Whether it represented an inter-company transaction or the purchase of the remaining Copeland partnership
stock after Melvin went into business on his
awn is not clear.
In 1855 Copeland & Co was producing a product
worth $15,000 and was employing 15 men. Based
on available evidence it is reasonable to assume
that the manufacturing cost of most planes at
the time was well under $1. This puts the annual output of the company at a substantial number, perhaps two or even three times the dollar
value of its production. Directories, census
reports, surviving records, local histories and
wholesale and retail price lists give a great
deal of information which will permit the computation and tabulation of production and sales
data for many planemaking businesses. For the
statistically minded, here is.an interesting
project.
Roger Smith has reported the following:
P.BROOKS & CO/SO. WMSTOWN - Roger comments
that Brooks certainly moved around. He is
also noted in East Hartford, Conn and in
Pittsfield, Mass.
BROOKS, 14" Grecian Ogee, birch, 10"long
J
18 C appearance, iron marked GILLAT. Can he
be a connection of the peripatetic Peter
Brooks above? Compare C.H.BROOFS, B-ARS list.
M.BARR & CO/NASHUA, 9" miter plane, beech,
1 3/4" wide, iron marked W. TENHAEFF & CO.
Carl Bopp writes that 1.) Bill Eviston has reported another Phila. maker, KNEASS, who boxed
planes with lignum vitae instead of boxwood
and 2.) Alan Bates has reported two others who
followed the practice, M. DETER and HAZLET.
Kneass may have been Frederick F. Kneass - 1819or Michael Kneass - 1818 - 1830. Melchior Deter
was a plane maker at least in the years 1797 to
1803. Hazlet has been noted before but no information about him has been found.

Gleanings from the Most Celebrated Books on
Husbandry, Gardening and Rural Affairs by James
Humphreys, Philadelphia, 1803, quoted in the
Chronicle of the EAIA of September 1937, says
beech is the wood for planes but does not include planes in its list of articles made from
birch. Pear is cited as a material for "joiner's tools" which surely include planes.
A plane awned by John Gardner has a very unusual
iron. The iron's marking, which appears to be
an over-strike, has the incomplete names of
arcboth CHARLES BUCK and BUCK BROTHERS in
shaped borders around the buck's head which
decorates many Buck labels. While we know that
a dispute ended the association of the Buck
Brothers causing Charles to continue in business
under his awn label we don't understand how or
why the merging of the two stamps was accomplished. It can be guessed that Charles Buck over
struck irons lalpelled Buck Brothers when he
lost the right to use that name and that this
particular re-strike did not register exactly
over the original and thus failed to obliterate
it. However it seems unlikely that one label
could be successfully imposed directly on top
of another without rendering it difficult to
read
Ken Roberts reports four marks:
A.OSGOOD - embossed, rustic
T.B.GROVER - embossed, rustic
J.FISHER - confirmation of the label earlier
reported by Dan Send .
incised, plane was
7
- —01FT—HAMPTON
MAW/E & C-ON
acquired in England.
Bob Graham describes an 18 C.type gutter(?) plane
which may have been a conversion from an earlier
sole shape. It is marked G MILLER and has an
off set tote, pronounced flat chamfers, and
stopped chamfers on the sides of its wedge.
A moulding plane marked CAULDWALL with stylized
crowns each above a letter in Roman capitals is
reported by Dan Semel. This convention is repeated on planes marked THOS. GRANT and others
(Chronicle -Dec. 1974). Charles Jacob has reported a plane marked HOLBROOK and a hoard which
included both planes marked EASTBOURNE and THOS.
GRANT all with crowned initials. The same sort.
of crown but without initials appears on some
of the planes of HENRY WETHERELL (B-ARS 1-4).
Initials noted so far are: I S, T C,, 8.8 ,
J B., S. W , E, E S M, C V D, W H. R A, R G,
Ana P.B.
Larr,, Cohen tells us about a Dutch style plane
with the letters H W in a rectangle surmounted
by a crown. The plane is a skewed rabbet, 17"
/
2" wide by 4" deep approximately.
long by 11

On January 16, 1804 S.FURSE advertised in the
American Citizen and general Advertiser* that
he made "carpenter's superior tools" but that
he was leaving New York (apparently to return
to his "manufactory in Great Britain"). He
offered his tools for sale and also "London
cast steel handsaws and cut plane irons, by
the most approved makers." In Bill Goodman's
Supplement to his list of planemakers (published
by Arnold & Walker) he notes the firm of FURZE
& GLIDDON/EXETER - 1816. The Furze/Furse difference in spelling is minor for the time. We
are tempted to play a very long shot and wonder
if an English planemaker, who tried the commercial climate in N.Y,, found it not to his
taste and returned'to England, has been identified.
*Quoted by Rita S. Gottesman in the Arts and
Crafts in N.Y. 1800-1804.
From Richard DeAvila comes this note:
Concerning "Knock out Pins" or "starts.' on
moulding plane - I have four moulding planes
(H.Chapin Union Factory) from a carpenter's box
of the late 19th Cent, that have a 1" round metal
disc embedded in the heels apparently to hit to
loosen the iron. The owner worked in the S.E.
Mass. area (Norton, Attleboro).
I also have 2 early JO.FULLER/PROVIDENCE
moulding planes (9 7/8" with heavy chamfer) both
from the same owner, stamp WRB. One plane,1 5/8"
complex moulding, one a tongue with bead (sea
tracing elsewhere)
Both of these have metal pins on the upper
front toe apparently inserted by owner as one
is 1 5/16" from toe and one is 11
/
2" from toe,
with diameter of le X 7/16". These planes
came from the Seekonik-Providence area.
The owner of the Fuller Planes loosened his
irons by striking the upper tom, and the owner
of the Chapin tools by striking the rear disc.
I would like to know of any other member having
any thoughts on this.
At some time before 1691 Joseph Moxon,
writing about the foreplane, said: "If your
Iron be set too rank, knock with a.Hammer*upon
the Britch of the Stock, and afterward upon the
Wedge; for this knocking upon the Britch...will
raise the Iron a little and set it fine...so
it also raises and loosens the Wedge;...you
must also knock upon the Wedge to (fasten) the
iron again.
"When you have occasion to take your Iron
out of the Stock...you may knock...between the
Mouth and the Fore-end, to loosen the Wedge,
and consequently the Iron.
"These ways of setting, are used to all other
Planes, as well as Fore-planes."
Despite the last comment by Moxon we have
never observed knock out pins on moulders although heel ends often show marks of hammering.
Richard has opened an interesting field of exploration. One question which come to mind is
what is the earliest example of a start known?
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A CURIOUS COMPARISON
Dy P.D.
Several devices, among them a winged angel
figure and a stylized crown, have been observed
stamped on the fore ends of Dutch planes. The
presence of initials with these devices and
the fact that some of the initials have been
observed many times has led to the inference
that the marks indicate individual plane makers
or planemaking firms. Names matching the initials have been suggested in several cases and
it.
likely that the devices do indeed represent tradesmen and perhaps also contain elements of information relating to the locations
in which they worked.
It has been noted that similar marks appear
in connection with other trades and that the
planemakers' marks may indicate a parallel
convention. Marks of silversmiths, pewterers,
and perhaps other Dutch craftsmen, were regulated by the various guilds and had definite meanings. To what extent other craftsmen's marks
reflected the same kinds of meaning is not
clearly understood. Similar marks are found in
connection with other metal trades not only in
the Netherlands but also in other countries.
The extent to which a mark is anything more
than a traditional element in the appearance of
an object depends on the period during which
it was affixed, the intention of the marker, the
degree of supervision of the particular trade
by various governing bodies, and the expectation
of the object's purchaser. Whether it is possible to learn anything about the devices on
Dutch planes, or, for that matter, on English
or American planes by considering what is known
about Similar devices used in other trades is
for the future to show. However, striking similarities between marks used by Dutch pewterers
may point the way to a more complete interpretation of Dutch plane marks.
This in turn may
help us to understsnd the occasional device
found on the fore ends of English or American
planes.
At least as early as the 16th Century, Dutch
pewterers' guilds were prescribing the marks
which craftsmen were to use on pewterware of
vprious kinds. An early development of guild
regulation was the "three touch" system. This
comprised marks representing three items of information, the locality, the identity of the
maker and the quality of the material from
which the marked object was made. In the purest
form of the system there were three marks,
each different and each standing for a single
item of information. It was not uncommon, however, for two or more items to be represented
on a single mark, sometimes repeated, sometimes
stamped only once. Marks were registered in

the local guild hall and in early periods their
use was strictly controlled.
' In this note, we will concern ourselves with
only one kind of marking, that representing material quality. Four grades of material were
recognized. The finest was bloktin and the
next best grad!was roostin .
Bloktin was represented by an angel figure
often carrying some article in its hand. An
article frequently carried by angels stamped on
known examples of Dutch pewter was a horn. The
angel figure that has been noted on Dutch plane
fore ends carries a horn. Angel figures on
both pewter and planes are accompanied by initials ando sometimes in the case of pewter whole •
names.
To signify that it was made from roostin, a
pewter object was stamped with a rose surmounted by a crown. The rose is thought to represent
the Tudor rose with which shipments of tin from
England were marked. English tin was apparently equated with high quality. This belief is
.
borne out by the fact that Continental pewterers also frequently included the word English
in their stampings. However, the rose and
crown mark was also used in England itself to
indicate high quality ware and the origin of
the symbol is obscured.
The important element in this stamping from
our point of view was the crown. Similar to
the crown device found on planes, it often contained the pewterer's initials in its base.
Does this imply that a planemaker used one
kind of device to mark his highest quality output and,a second to mark items of lower quality?
The question is interesting to think about and
we hope worthwhile to pursue but we know of no
evidence on which to base an answer. It may be
significant that the initials P D have been
found on both angel and crown stamped planes.
One further similarity between plane markings
and pewter markings has been noted. Another
mark believed to denote quality pewter is a Roman X surmounted by a crown. These marks are
found in both the Netherlands and in England.
The appearance of the crown varies but is often
similar to the one on Dutch planes. However,
an English example looks like this:

ti

This device of a crown over a letter immediately calls to mind the crowned initials which
appear on some lath Century planes, most note-•
bly those bearing Thomas Grant's name stamp, and
which have puzzled collectors as to their meaning

..•

SUGGESTED TOPICS FOR RESEARCH
.It may be that some one knows more about
A.C.BARTLETT than the experts your editor has
consulted. If you have knowledge of the circumstances behind the several forms of the A.
C. Bartlett label that have been noted or if you
are looking for an interesting research project
there will be space for your write-up in the
Bulletin.
.In .1967 Yankee Magazine published a handsome
picture book called That New England. On page
161 is a pktograph of a building with the caption, "Henry Glover's wind-powered tool mill
at W. Dedham, Mass. in 1090 - the only tool
mill in Norfolk County (perhaps in all of
Massachusetts) so powered." The mill is a small
shingle and clapboard covered frame building
with a four-sail wind engine rising from its
.roof. Its appearance does not suggest the working of metal. Glover's tools, of course,
could have been anything from rakes to calking
mallets but he might have made planes. Some
member in the Dedham area could probably de- termine what Glover's product really was in an
afternoon's search of the records.
The picture, by the way, is credited to the Steamship
Historical Society of America.
.Widows of deceased planemakers not infrequently carried on their husband's business
both in England and the American Colonies. It
is not clear, however, to what extent they were
actually involved in the business. Were they
artisans who worked at the bench producing
planes, were they managers of their businesses
whose work was limited to such functions as
sales, accounting, and administration, or were
they merely owners who employed a manager and
artisans?
W.L. Goodman points
out that some woman-conducted planemaking firms
lasted only a short times presumably until the
business could be disposed of,but some continued
for many years. It is likely that the degree
to which women participated in planemaking depended on individual circdmstances but we have
heard of other trades in which women took an
active part and it is interesting to think
that some women
planemakers actually wielded
chisel and float.
In the ACTIVE Scrapbook of March 1976, Paul
Kebabian has given us an overview of the position of women in the craft guilds. He points
out that women could become members of a company by apprenticeship or by marriage to a
member. It is to be supposed that the distaff
"planemakers" achieved their status as members
of the Joiner's Company by the second route.
Can someone tell us to what extent planemaker's wives and relics' actually took part
in the craft of plane making?

SMALL plane poses B/Gquestion

Was Peter Small a P1ANEMAKER???

The June 1977 Chronicle of the Early American Industries Association
contained a short article by Emerson Rodgers entitled "The Joys of CollectThe article described a moulder of early appearance imprinted

with the names P.SMALL and H.SMALL.j.

Based on the provenance of the

chest in which it was found,and which also contained a set of planes made
by E.W.CARPENTER/LANCASTER, Mr. Rodgers suggested that the names on the
odd moulder were probably those of the brothers Peter and Henry Small
who worked in the borough of York, York County, Pennsylvania at the turn
of the nineteenth century.

He went on to point out that references to

Peter and Henry may be found for the years 1798-1015 in the book Lewis
Miller--Sketches and Chronicles, Historical Society of York County.

Peter

is shown observing the pressure of the York water system in 1816 on page .
92.
1 have had an early-looking beech moulder for a number of years
which is marked with the imprint P.SMALL and with the initials P.S
,branded on the side (represented at left in the illustration).

Although

it seemed like a terrific long-shot, I nevertheless sent a rubbing of these
marks to Mr. Rodgers for a comparison.

There may be some slight evidence of this
possibility. In the first place, on both the Rodgers example and my own,
the imprint P.SMALL is found in the position where one usually expects

occure to many rhykenophiles.

by Bob Graham

ing Tools".

That is a question that might

A week later his response to my

query arrived--a perfect match: not only to the name P.SMALL, but the

to find the maker's mark.

If we assume for the moment that this was the

original imprint on the Rodgers plane, the second imprint H.SMALL.g.
may become Henry Small, Junior who is pictured sleighing in 1833 on
This might suggest either that the plane was
purchased by Henry, Jr. or had been inherit ed. Then again, the single
initial a following a name is one that has been reported before in the
pages of "Planetalk" and may in fact signify something other than

page 36 of Lewis Miller.

Junior (joiner?); the initial P has been noted in the same relationship
(Timmerman?). However, Henry, Jr. may be presumed to have been the nephew
of Peter and son of Henry, Senr. who is shown "Giging for fish" in 1827
on page 56 of Lewis Miller. The initials PH.S on the Rodgers plane will
ilip Smalls listed in the same work--the P.S
correspond to one of the
either Philip or Peter.
More reports of similarly marked planes or documentary evidence
will of course be necessary to win the PLANEMAKER appelation for Peter
Small. As was pointed out to me by the editor of "Planetalk", reports
of moulders with duplicate profiles might be considered as supportive
evidence; for instance, a joiner would not likely have provided himself

initials P.S on the side also correspOnded exactly (The Rodgers moulder is
represented in the center of the illustration). On receipt of my rubbings

from
with two or three side bead moulders of the same size. Reports
valuable
most
be
would
planes
marked
Society members having similarly

Mr. Rodgers made the same comparison and agrees that the two markings are

in filling in the missing parts to this puzzle.

identical.
While Mr. Rodgers' plane had not traveled far from it s presumed
point of origin, the plane which I have had traveled somehow to the

(

midwest, from where it had continued it s trip to the westcoast in the
The name P.SMALL had been listed previously

back of a dealer's van.

as an imprint appearing on planes in 1967 when it was reported to
Kenneth D. Roberts and included in the June Supplement to the Chronicle-"Wooden Plane Makers".

Mr. Roberts noted at the time that the imprint

had been reported only, from Canada; regrettably, a comparison has not
been made at this time with these early reports.
I had previously chalked-up P.SMALL (in part because of the
corresponding P.S) as an "owner".

The moulder had a nice early appearNEWenta.0

ance, the NEWBOULD iron seemed appropriate (the Rodgers plane also has
a Newbould iron), but I never expected to find a lead as to who this
"owner" might have been.

Mr. Rodgers article may have provided the

answer, but, if so, it also poses some other interesting questions:

)

DUTCH JOINTER AT OLD SALEM
At the EAIA meeting at Old Salem one of the
most interesting planes examined by the rhykenophiles was a long, and handsome tryplane or
jointer of the Dutch pattern. B-APS members
present agreed that few of us have seen actual
specimens of these planes and, although they
have been illustrated, most pictures are small
and limited in detail. Pictures for the Bulletin seemed indicated therefore and, thanks to
Laurent and Betty Torno, were made.
One of the most interesting details of the
Old Salem jointer is the carved device with
initials which appears just behind the tote.
The fact that the initials are surmounted by a
crown immediately suggests comparison with the
fore end stamps of crowned initials, found on
many and various early Dutch planes. These are
believed to identify the makers. It seems
likely that the initials "CCZ" are those of a
maker who was active in 1728 when the plane was
apparently created.
Another unusual feature is the pecking(?)
bird carved just in front of the throat, a
location often occupied by a date in other carved 'Dutch models. Whether the bird is merely
"for fancy" or is symbolic is not known, but .
both its' displacement of a conventional element and the tiny article beneath the bird's
outstretched neck (a twig?) suggest that the
carving might be significant, perhaps a rebus
or pun.
The off-set tote and the,now missing, forward
handle were each pinned into the stock with a
single wooden pin. At least some similar Dutch
jointers have been reported which had their
handles dovetailed into the plane body. The
pegging compares with later English and American
practice but whether it represents a later
stage in the evolution of Dutch plane construction than dovetailing or whether it was simply
an alternate method chosen by CCZ is not clear.
The turbine shaped carvings on the handgrip
of the elaborate tote and on the forward face
of the wedge are typical elements in the decoration of Dutch tryplanes and they appear as
early as 1668 and as late as 1776 in photographs
we have examined. No doubt these dates could
be extended in both directions.
The displaced date on the Old Salem plane is
carved into the upper surface of the hand grip.
The numerals exhibit slight differences from
those illustrated by W.L. Goodman in The History of Woodworking Tools but they do not seem
stylistically anachronistic and are probably
contemporary with the plane's manufacture.

MORE ON CROWN MARKINGS
by Randy Lunn
Ed Delaney, Elliot Sayward, and others have been
reporting "American" planes with crown marks.
I have a 9 3/8" beech H.WETHERELL ogee plane
with a "double" crown (see diagram A). This
crown may indicate the plane's stock was manufactured in England, but I believe the plane was
at least finished in America. Several characteristics of the plane reflect the style of JO.
FULLER and early southeastern Massachusetts
makers. First, the blade is positioned offcenter towards the back side of the plane ( see
diagram B). I have not observed this asymetic
blade position in a British plane. Second, the
blade opening on the top of the stock is slightly
chamfered on the front edge (see diagram C). .
This practice is often seen on American planes:
but again I have not observed this feature on
British examples. The third, although weakest,
piece of evidence pointing to American manufacture is the "fillet and cove" shoulder. The
H.WETHERELL plane has a 3/32" fillet (or flat
shelf) before the cove (or hollow molding) be- ,
gins. Wide fillets such as this are more common on American planes than their British counterparts. I would be interested in hearing from
other members who have theories about crown
marks on "American" planes.
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The Outboard Joiner
At EAIA's Mystic meeting John Gardner,
who entertained and instructed the rhykenophiles with a storehouse of information about
planes, plane making and plane use, several
times spoke of the work of the outboard joiner
who finished off the bottoms of those craft
intended to be fast sailers. The chief tool of these men was the plane in a variety of
shapes and sizes. They commonly made or reshaped their awn. Fascinated by John's references, your editor dug through his small
library on nautical matters looking for more
information. He didn't find much but in a
1920's book Gus Harvey by Captain Charlton L.
Smith, a shipbuilder and naval architect, is
the following passage. It has been edited without indication to remove extraneous material.
"Uncle El Higgins, the finest plane-maker
and outboard joiner in the country, was standing just inside the door. As the boys made
ready to smooth off the skiff, they heard his
familiar voice, 'I have seen the time when I
could plane more bottom than any man in Essex
County. Let me tell you how to work at planing her off. In the first place run your hand
across the bottom and you'll find ridges at the
seams. These ridges must be planed down, shoving the plane fore and aft - that's squaring
off. Next you plane her diagonally across the
planking and that's traverse planing. Then
you take a fore plane and plane her fore and
aft; after that you go over it with a jointer,
set fine, so as to detect any inequalities,
and she's ready for the last planing - done with
a smooth plane, using very little iron.
"You know that sharp tools do nice work they do: so keep your plane irons sharp. And
be sure and remove all the plane marks with a
sharp scraper.'"

BOX PILASTERS

I
M 27$
= 1%
M 276
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More On the Pilaster (?) Plane
by Harold Fountain
In B-ARS 1-3 there was a short notice about
an unusual, round soled , fence equipped plane
I had recently acquired. It was suggested
that this might be a "pilaster"plane.
The difinition of pilaster (Arch.) as given
in Knicht's American Mechanical Dictionary is:
a square pier, like a flat column, built against
a wall, and having a cap and base. I've built
many entrance frames and fireplace mantels with
flanking pilasters of which most were fluted.
Once in awhile we just chamfered them. Flanking
pilasters are known as Antoe.
Alvin Sellens has called my attention to the
Phillip Chapin broadside shown in Roberts'
WPINCA, !plate 5, page 31 which illustrates a
pilaster moulding. I imagine this moulding was
typical of the time period or area. It was probably installed between the base block and the
column or between the cap and the column. I have
used several types of moulding to tie large base
blocks and caps to columns. We also generally
install a moulding, known as a neck band, a short
distance down from the cap. The distance is
governed by the proportions of the column.
The plane which made the Chapin mouldings is
doubtless properly called a pilaster plane but
it is not the kind of plane described in B-ARS
1-3. Perhaps that might be termed pilaster
fluting plane.
When I first learned the trade, we used a
Stanley 45 or 55, which, of course, comes with
a set of fluting blades. Now I use a router to
do the job. You can buy fluted stock to make
up your pilasters, but they are made in a very
limited range of sizes. I illustrate some
commercially available boxed pilasters, (end
view). 'Boxed' refers to the recessed back side
insuring a better fit to the wall or casing
where applied.
The person from whom / acquired the "pilaster"
plane said that it came out of a set of identical planes in a series of 6 or 8 sizes. I was
only able to acquire one,which is marked 1 4/8",
and was made by Kennedy of Hartford. Whether
or not it is a fluting plane I do not know, but
this appears to me the most logical use, especially since the set consisted of smaller and larger sizes. The design is excellent for working
from both sides of a piece of stock to form
very large pilasters.
I have seen reeded and smooth pilasters but
the fluted kind seems to be the most common.
A lot of modern entrance frames and mantels have
simulated pilasters which are applied more like
a casing and are without a true base block for
economy.

M277
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Wedge from Jack Gorlin's moulder. The
stock,which appears prcfessionally made,
was shaped from two pieces of wood meeting longitudinally at an angle of about
5o and glued up with a double spline
joint. The plane is unmarked. News of
planes with wedges of similar unusual
outline would be welcome, expecially if
marked.
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• NEW BOOK BY AL SELLENS

Sash match pair, sitille and double joint

Draw planc,circular

Sash match pair, handled

A hook-length manuscript on wooden planes is being prepared by

Draw plane, moving fence

Sash match, side and centre

Al Sellens and will be published within the next year. The book

Drawer plane

Spout plane, compass

will deal with positive identification of the various planes and

Drawer plane, moving fence

Razee rabbet

Handrail plane, pair

Carriage makers rabbet

Handrail plane, pair, handled

Halving plane with moving fence

Handrail plane, handled, moving fence

Rabbet , screw arms

Hawk plane, straight or circular

Dado, slide stop

Hook joint plane

Dad° , handled

Sash, one iron, handled .

Rabbet, integral fence

Sash, diamond pad, handled

)ado, no stop

will consist primarily of illustrations and detail descriptions
of planes made commercially in America.
Many planes noted in period literature have not been coupled
with an authentic illustration or photograph.

Information

regarding the following elusive planes is needed. Each item
illustrated will he a significant contribution to the completeness of the book.
If you have detail information, an illustration or a
photograph

Sash, nosing pattern

Panel plow, wedge arm with handle

Sash, tuscan pattern

Panel plow, self adjusting

Sash, iron fence

Bead.

Box maker's planes. Smooth,
jack, plow

Sash, brass arms

Cock bead, double

Cabinet maker's planes. Smooth,
compass rabbet, T rabbet.
Tank jointer

Sash filletster, screw arms

Side bead, handled

Slat plane

Side bead, 2 irons

Bookcase plane

Slat plane for blinds

Corebox plane

Blind plane

Stair plane (not a nosing)

Quarter round with fence, handled

Car plane

Table plane, twin with fence

Fluting Plane

Chair plane, front

Tenoning plane

Ship hollows and rounds, straight and compass

Chair plane, scroll, moulding

Traversing plane

Slip bead

Chair plane, scroll, bench

Washboard plane, handled

Hollow and round, circular

Chair plane, tenanting

Weatherboard plane

Gothic bead, 2 irons

Chimney plane'
, pair

Double chamfer

Ogee for blinds

Cloak plane, single and double

Weatherboard plane with fence

Ogee, jamb moulding

Coping plane, double for doors.

Weatherboard plane, handled

Torus cove and bead

that you are willing to share for publication, please contact
Alvin Sellens, 134 Clark St.

1.1.1

Draw plane

Augusta, Ks. 67010

LB

Door plane, screw arms and
fence

Ovolo with bead

Door plane, screw arms, double

Butter tub planes

PLANEMAKERS IN TOMPKINS COUNTY. NEW
by Seth Burchard
UNUSUAL DETAILS ON
A D.FULLER PLOW
by Dan Semel
I recently bought a plow which has every
appearance of professional manufacture but which
exhibits two unusual features. The imprint is
D.FULLER in a zig-zag border. Ken Roberts records a David Fuller of West Gardner, Maine for
whom no label has turned up. Fullers only
known dates from the records are 1855-56. As
the plow's appearance is contemporary with
these dates and as it is of professional workmanship, I assume D.FULLER may well have been
David Fuller. The unusual features are the
screw depth stop which is largely of wood but
has a metal facing and the metal sole which has
what appears to be a reinforcement strip along
its upper edge where it is screwed to the stock.
The strip is, however, actually formed from the
solid metal of the sole which has apparently
been filed away to reduce its thickness where it
enters the groove.

ll.eits her Ville to.—Leat her makvs the hest material for fillets on acconot of the fact that sad, fillets cast, be
applied 01 any Gam
of curlier, no matter
whether straight or
or no matter how irregular
the curve may be;
aim., the leather is
light, durable, anti neat. Leather fillets may he made by cutleatlwr with a plane of the form shown
ting blia vino I

One of a few types of plane whose
shaving,rather than the surface
worked on , is the product. Compare
the spill plane and the spelk plane.

An 18th Century plane
recorded by Dave Perch

This fluted nut is
spun, either raising
or lowering the
depth stop.

not a separate brass
Ar--- or iron strip.
Sole

-- this section is
filed thinner.

YORK

J.T. & R,G. DAVIDSON/McLBAN, The 1850 Census for McLean, N.Y. lists Robert G. Davidson,
foundryman, born in Oneida County, in 1827, son
of John C. born 1796 in New Hampshire, machinist.
The mark is clearly T. This may or may not be
the man listed in the Census. Burial records
show Robert C. Davidson born March 1, 1827.
died in McLean January 4, 1917. Only two
'
planes by this maker have been found.
A.(BRAM) M. S'EAMAWITHACA. Listed as a planemaker in the Ithaca Directories from 1872
through 1891. Died in 1892.
pATHANIEL SPAULDING/McLEAN, also ITHACA
(1795-1871) His son William H. (see below) was
born in the Town of Groton in 1822. McLean is
a village in the Town of Groton. The 1860
Census shows Spaulding in Ithaca, while
the
1850 Census lists him in Groton employing 3 men
to make 2,000 planes selling for $1,500. He
was born in New Hampshire a year before John
Davidson. The 1850 Census shows WILLIAM H.
SPAULDING (1822-97) making planes in Elmira,
N.Y. employing 2 men making planes selling for
$1,800. The mark on his planes is W.H.SPALDING/
ELMIRA without a "U". He is not listed in
Elmira Directories for 1857 and later. In the
1880's he was living in nearby Waverly, N.Y.
as a police justice.
M.B.TIDEY filed U.S. Patent 16,889 on plane
improvements from Ithaca in 1857. No example
of the patented plane is known, but three of
his planes have turned up in Virginia, in
Esperance, N.Y. and in Ithaca. Investigations
at the Cornell Library and local historical
records have produced no information on Tidey
to date.( ed. An earlier patent, July 4, 1854,
on a Beveling plane was recorded by M.J.Wheeler,
H.W.Pierce, G.W. Rogers and M.D. Tidey. Address given was Dundee N.Y.. See Hilton's Index.)
TREMAN & BROS/ITHACA. The business was
startedin 1844 by Leonard and Lafayette L.
Treman. In 1849 a third brother Elias joined
the firm. In 1857 a cousin Leander L. King
joined the hardware business, which continued
in the same location until 1945. Treman &
Brothers operated a machine shop and foundry
according to the 1867-68 Ithaca Directory;
Possibly the plane business was turned over to
Spaulding, whose shop was at the same address as
the foundry 11 & 13 South Cayuga Street.
TREMAN IKG C. CO. This was a retail and
wholesale hardware business located next door
to the foundry. Ken Roberts lists this mark
but in several years of searching I have been
unable to find an exampleor' anyone in Ithaca
who has ever seen one.
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To all scion it may concerti:
Re it known that T, U. Lee Kexosta., of
the city of lialtintore and State of Maryland, have invented a new and useful Int• proventent in Bench-Planesi and I do
()deity declare that the following is a full,
clear, and exact description of the construction and operation of the slow, reference
being had to the annexed drawing, forming
19 part of this specification, in which —
Figure I is a top view of plane with bit
reinoted. Fig. 2 is a vertical longitudinal
section. Fig. 3 is a vertical section on p p.
Fig. 4 is a section of plane and month piece,
is perpendicular to the face a of the mouth,
taken on line s a.
Similar characters of reference in the
several figures denote the same part.
object of this invention is to furnish
30 • ready mode of compensating for the opening of the mouth of the plane by wear of ite
her surface. This has been done by the
imerlion in the front of the mouth of a
wedge to be driven downward as the month
25 opened. This involved the necessity of cutting, in the front of the mouth, a grip for
bottling this wedge an operation which
greatly increased the labor of making the
plane.
The elect of my invention is to permit
SO
the construction of plane months in lb
Illgt1111 Illa lllllll and at the same Iiine provide
pensator, whereby the workinanthis
ship on tic plane will be increased by the
ore of the compensating piece
is
alone, without the additional labor of preparing ii place for its reception. the iirili
limy grip of the plane being Black to. perform die double fund ion of securing the
40 bit and compensator.
(i represents the ordinary
lit the &au
grip for bolding the Lit. This is carried
foi ward with an out ward inclination to the
surface a of the mouth in the
inclined
ss t-time manner as is usual in cutting plane
mouths 1144 this front portion of the
ttttt iith i* inserted the compensator C. This

consists of a piece of hard wood with •
plane under surface, and with its upper surface inclining in opposite directions from III
near its middle to its extremities, aa shown
in Fig. 2. Its edges are inclined from its
under surface at the saute angle as the inclination of the facts of grip 0 with the
is
surface a, as shown in Fig. 4
The elIect of this construction is to produce a dos.: contact of surface a and lower
surface of piece C, by the downward pressure of this piece, it being forced forward
Se
upon the outer surface of the grip.
A screw S serves to hold the piece C in
position, though it is not absolutely Dere*
sallhe outer face / of piece C is nearly vertical and as the piece is driven down the lower is
opening of the mouth will be diminished.
1 his face moves parallel to Welt and as the
piece C is driven downward to compensate
for wear of the month, the space betwoen the
bit and the face if will remain constant. 75
This is an important result not attained by
any of the compensating wedges heretofore
employed. In adjusting this opening the
protruding portion of emiipensating piece C
Is cut away so as to make its extremity Bush ss
with the under face of the plane.
I sin aware that ecedgea have been inserted in plane mouths for compensating
for wear on the under surface of the plane.
ao
Such therefore I do not claim. But—
What I do claim its—
The compensating piece C, formed as described, so as to be tightened by the grip
and have its face / move parallel to ifeelf
as specified whereby the opening in front of Ili
• heti by adjustment of
the bit is not cl•
the compensator.
In testimony whereof, I bare hereunto
signed my name before two subscribing witIletatiet

II. LEE KENDALL.
Witnesses:
Giro. PATTILN,
JOIIN S. HOIJANGSUZAIL

Old Salem Jointer
Wedge and Dated Tote

lit

Old Salem Jointer
Views of Tote and Stock

Photographs by: Laurent Tomb

Old Salem Jointer
Decorative Details

Photographs by: Laurent Torno
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Enormous plane owned by Norman Nilsson.
Stock height at midsection is 5".

Mitre shoot board made by Mannebach, NY.
Owned by Bob Seifert.

4

Planes from the chest of pattern maker,
J.W. Ward 1845-1900 who worked in Maryland
and West Virginia. Iron is held in place by pin
which is inserted through stock and wedges iron
in place. See dismounted pin in foreground.
Seifert collection.

Brass rabbet owned by Bob Seifert. Wedge is
held in place by lever which is pushed forward
to release. Iron is adjusted by screw mechanism.

